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scania multi is used by automotive
repair facilities of all sizes to
manage their operations. with
scania multi, you can efficiently
manage your repair shop - and you
can also save time. scania multi
provides a full range of vehicle-
specific information. this includes
the latest information on parts and
accessories, as well as a service
history with a complete overview
of all the work carried out on the
vehicle. scania multi enables the
vehicle information to be tailored
to your own needs. using the
chassis number, you can view the
history of the vehicle and the
individual components. you can
also view each vehicle's diagnostic
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information, or download the
record to a pc. with scania multi,
you can efficiently manage your
workshop - and you can also save
time. depending on the engine,
the number of cylinders, the
number of cylinders per bank, the
size of the engine, the number of
valves per cylinder, and the
number of valves on each valve in
the cylinder, four different engine
types are possible: 16-valve,
16/16, 8-valve, and 6-valve. the
mechanic who takes on the job
looks up scania multi to find out
how it should be tackled on this
particular truck, and verifies
exactly which parts will be needed
for this chassis number. the
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system despatches an order to the
parts store, which fetches the
relevant parts. the truck is
repaired and the scania multi
system then automatically
produces the necessary
documentation for invoicing the
customer. alldata’s diagnostic
software is designed to make your
life easier, and it is the perfect
companion for a mechanic. it is the
ideal tool for detecting and
interpreting problems on the
vehicle. it supports and requires a
pcmscan proscan, and it is
designed to work with the
following functions:
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sito ufficiale : emissions ready for
all us statesobd console for

sending commands directly to the
vehiclebasic & advanced

diagnostic trouble codesrecord
and playback of monitored

datadisplay of battery voltagereal
time display of fuel economy mpg,
mpg, or km/lday and night display,

monitor and day and night
skinscustomizable dashboards

with fast dashboard switchingover
90 supported pidsfull control over
polling rates and prioritieslog data
to csv formatread and clear of dtcs

(chassis, engine, transmission,
etc.)display of vin number and

calibration id (obd-ii/can)english
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and metric unitsstatistical
calculation of min, max and mean

valuesoxygen sensor results
(mode $05)in-performance

tracking counters (mode $09)track
fuel usage for multiple tripsvehicle
information display - vin number
and calibration id (obd-ii/can)in-
performance monitoring tests

(mode $06)on-board monitoring
tests (mode $08) sito ufficiale :
fuel economy mpg, l/100km or

km/l calculationreal-time
dashboard display including

multiple trip meterscustomizable
dashboards with fast dashboard
switchingreal-time plotting of all
pid valuesrecord and playback
monitored datalog data to csv
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formatread and clear diagnostic
trouble codesdisplay battery

voltageread freeze frame dataday-
time and night-time displaycreate
custom day-time and night-time

skinsenglish and metric
unitsstatistical calculations

including min, max, and mean
valuesover 90 supported pidsfull

control over polling rates and
prioritiesobd console for sending

commands directly to the
vehicledisplays vehicle information

including vin number and
calibration idemissions readiness

for each us stateon-board
monitoring tests (mode $05)in-
performance tracking counters
(mode $06)track fuel usage for
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multiple trips - new*pcmscan-
testato & funzionante al 100% -

professionale - voto 09/10
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